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Abstract—Open split ring resonators (OSRRs) are used in this
letter to design wide-band semi-lumped bandpass filters. OSRRs
work as lumped series elements due to their small electrical
size and can be then used as building blocks of reduced size band
pass filters. The values of the capacitance, , and inductance, , of
the OSRR are controlled by adjusting the geometrical parameters
of the coupled open rings. In our design, the OSRRs are connected
through quarter-wave lines which act as inverters. The impedance
of these inverters have been conveniently calculated to achieve the
filter specifications. Finally bending and/or meandering techniques
have been applied so as to obtain highly compact designs. Experi-
mental verification is provided and good agreement has been found
between electromagnetic simulations and measurements.

Index Terms—Open split ring resonators (OSRRs), wide-band
bandpass filters.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE open split ring resonators (OSRRs) see Fig. 1(a) were
proposed for the first time in a previous work of the au-

thors [1] as a new series particle very promising for the de-
sign of relatively small size bandpass filters. Two features of this
particle must be emphasized regarding its application in filter
design: very small electric size (typically one tenth of the free
space wavelength) and wide band response. These properties
can be explained because of the large distributed capacitance
existing in the coupling region between the two rings. Thanks
to this large capacitance, the resonance frequency of this par-
ticle is smaller than of other loop resonators of similar physical
size working under 2 operation. Thus, strong coupling and
small size lead to consider OSRR a very interesting building
block to design wide-band bandpass filters [2]. In [1], the au-
thors focused their attention on the analysis of the circuit model
of the OSRR [see Fig. 1(b) itself] making comparisons with
the split ring resonator (SRR) analyzed in [3]. A quasiperiodic
structure implemented by cascading three identical stages like
that in Fig. 1 was presented to demonstrate the filtering advan-
tages of the OSRRs. However, it is well known that truncated
periodic structures terminated in the usual 50- impedance will
present reflections (except if the Bloch impedance is matched
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Fig. 1. (a) Open split rings resonator (OSRR) excited by a microstrip transmis-
sion line. (b) Equivalent circuit.

Fig. 2. Generalized bandpass filter network with impedance inverters and se-
ries LC resonators.

to the line) and, therefore, there is no true control on the pass-
band ripple [4]. The goal of the present work is the synthesis of
a bandpass filter based on OSRRs using the standard Chebyshev
filter design method, in such a way that filter specifications (cen-
tral frequency, bandwidth and bandpass ripple) can be truly ful-
filled. In order to achieve this goal, we have used the generalized
network scheme shown in Fig. 2, which consists of a number of
semilumped series elements connected through impedance
inverters (distributed elements) [5]. The network model in Fig. 2
exhibits a great flexibility to design bandpass filters because
filter specifications can be reached with various combinations
of the resonator parameters, and , and normalized charac-
teristic impedances of the inverters, . There are two obvious
possibilities: in the first case, all the inverters are imposed to
have 1 (i.e, the inverters are 4 transmission lines with
the usual characteristic impedance 50 ) and therefore
the design algorithm provides different values of and for
each filter stage; the second simple option, used in this work, is
employing the same resonator for all filter stages (therefore the
values of and are equal and we will refer to them as
and ) and subsequently obtaining different values of for
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Fig. 3. External radius (solid line) and capacitance values (dashed lines) versus
strip width of OSRRs whose resonance frequency is f , using the separation be-
tween rings, d, as parameter. The results are obtained for the cases d = 0.1 mm
and d = 0.2 mm.

the inverters. We have chosen this second possibility because
the computational effort required to find the dimensions of a
transmission line with a given characteristic impedance is less
than of required to find the geometry of an OSRR with given
values of and . The steps followed in a selected filter design
are described in detail in Section II. Bending and meandering
techniques have been applied to the designed prototype to ob-
tain more compact designs. Experimental confirmation of the
theory is provided in Section III.

II. FILTER DESIGN

In this section, we present the design and fabrication of a
bandpass filter with central frequency 5 GHz, bandwidth

40% and ripple 0.01 dB using a commercial sub-
strate of relative dielectric permittivity 10.2 and thick-
ness 0.254 mm. A filter order of 7 has been chosen
in order to achieve good rejection in the out-band region. For
the used substrate we have generated the design graph shown
in Fig. 3. From this graph we can extract the geometry (ex-
ternal radius, , and strip width, ; see Fig. 1(a) of all the
possible OSRRs whose resonance frequency match for two
different values of the separation between the rings, . We also
show in Fig. 3 the values of the corresponding capacitance
(the values of can be easily obtained taking into account that

). Data plotted in Fig. 3 have been calculated
by using the model for the simple split ring resonators (SRRs)
presented in [3] taking in mind that the inductance of both parti-
cles is the same while the capacitance of the OSRR is, approxi-
mately, four times that of a SRR with identical dimensions. For
simplicity we have not considered losses in the analysis, in such
a way that the resistance, , of the circuit model in Fig. 1(b)
is assumed to be negligible. In Fig. 3, we have marked the di-
mensions of the OSRR that we have selected for the filter im-
plementation. The geometrical parameters of the OSRR are
0.2 mm, 0.2 mm, 1.101 mm, and the circuit param-
eters are 0.338 pf and 2.99 nH. For these values, we
have obtained from the standard filter design algorithm [5] the
characteristic impedances (after the 50- impedance scaling) of
the involved inverters: 48.6 ,

Fig. 4. (a) Final layout of the designed filter. (b) Measurements and EM simu-
lations of the filter response.

35.7 , 24.1 and 22.2 .
The next step is to find the geometry (strip width and trans-
mission line length) of these inverters taking into account the
presence of the windows see Fig. 1(a) practiced in the ground
plane (these windows are used in order to not perturb the elec-
tromagnetic (EM) behavior of the OSRRs [1], [3]). This task has
been carried out by using the quasi-TEM code presented in [6]
for the analysis of hybrid CPW-microstrip structures. Although
in the analysis we have considered the OSRR as a lumped
element, actually the particle introduces some phase delay; this
fact has been taking into account and the lengths of the inverters
provided for the code of [6] have been conveniently shortened
in such a way that the phase delay of each filter stage is 90 at

, as it corresponds to the performance of the 4 inverters.
This adjustment has been carried out by using the EM simulator
(Ensemble).

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The final layout and overall filter dimensions are shown in
Fig. 4(a). As it can be seen in Fig. 4(b), a good agrement has
been found between the measurements and the EM simula-
tion of the filter response. The central frequency of the filter
(5.15 GHz) is only slightly larger than of the designed filter,
demonstrating that the approximate model used to characterize
the OSRR provides very good results. The bandwidth of the
implemented filter is 36% and the rejection curve at
both sides of the pass-band looks to be very symmetrical. As
expected for this kind of filter, a spurious band appears at higher
frequencies. In spite of the losses, which can be important in
relatively high order filters as the one designed in this work,
the insertion losses in the pass band are below 1 dB. In order to
compact the filter, we have applied, respectively, bending and
meandering techniques to the prototype of Fig. 4(b). In both
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Fig. 5. (a) Layout of the designed filter using bend lines as inverters. (b) Mea-
surements and EM simulations of the filter response.

cases, we have used the EM simulation to preserve the correct
performance of the inverters. The layouts and responses of the
filters are shown in Figs. 5 and 6. From Figs. 5(b) and 6(b) it
can be concluded that the filter response is not meaningfully
modified by the presence of bends and meander lines.

IV. CONCLUSION

A wideband bandpass filter has been designed and imple-
mented by using OSRRs (for size reduction) with full control on
the filter specifications. The design is based on the use of 4
inverters with different characteristic impedances connecting
identical OSRRs. Three prototypes have been fabricated (using
as inverters straight, bent, or meandered lines). Very good agree-
ment has been found for the filter responses between the results
provided by the EM simulator and the measurements. The per-

Fig. 6. (a) Layout of the designed filter using meander lines as inverters.
(b) Measurements and EM simulations of the filter response.

formance of the fabricated filters matches reasonably well that
of the designed filter.
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